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D.c's High Tech State of the Art Alu-

minum, 3-piece Collapsible Barrel

Sprung Pool Cue With Adjustable Impact

Rod and Tip

Abstract

This new high tech state of the art pool cue refers to the game of

pool and snooker and the like. This invention includes a hollowed

out aluminum embodiment that is machined to specific specifica-

tions and has the standard shape appearance, length, taper, and

looks of standard pool cues made in the years past with a lot of

serious changes. The hollowed out embodiment houses a series of

machined moving parts. When the stick is assembled it breaks

down into a three piece collapsible stick that screws together. The

rear part of the stick housed the barrel spring and tension mecha-

nism, and one half of the impact rod, that controls, or adjusts by

the user. The amount of impact or kinetic energy that will be re-

leased when the user presses the trigger by the turn of a coupler

at the rear of the stick. The front end or part of the stick houses

the other half of the impact rod and tip which pops out, extends,



or telescopes energy pushing the impact rod and tip forward in

motion to move the balls in the game of pool or snooker and

games alike. When the user is ready to cock the stick the user

merely depresses the impact rod and tip back into the stick while

chalking the tip. The amazing facts about this high tech poll cue...

It has changeable tips at the twist of a finger, it can also be made

of graphite and all metals, this cue can also be made of different

weights and lengths upon request of the user. In the game of pool

there are breaking sticks and playing sticks, this cue alleviates the

breaking stick. This stick can also be anodized to any color re-

quested or design.. It can also be used with or without the impact

tip in use. The this cue stick is also easily returned to its cocked

position and ready to take another shat by depressing the stick

while its being chalked for the next shot or by merely turning it

upside down and pushing the embodiment down, new high tech

state of the art pool cue is a one of a kind invention, many have

tried with their preposterous ideas, but I have succeeded, with

this in mind, a trademark is born (NixStix) Dominick Cestro, in-

ventor, manufacturer, genius, creator and designer. 3/24/2004


